Therapy monitoring using dynamic MRI: analysis of lung motion and intrathoracic tumor mobility before and after radiotherapy.
A frequent side effect after radiotherapy of lung tumors is a decrease of pulmonary function accompanied by dyspnea due to developing lung fibrosis. The aim of this study was to monitor lung motion as a correlate of pulmonary function and intrathoracic tumor mobility before and after radiotherapy (RT) using dynamic MRI (dMRI). Thirty-five patients with stage I non-small-cell lung carcinoma were examined using dMRI (trueFISP; three images/s). Tumors were divided into T1 and T2 tumors of the upper, middle and lower lung region (LR). Maximum craniocaudal (CC) lung dimensions and tumor mobility in three dimensions were monitored. Vital capacity (VC) was measured and correlated using spirometry. Before RT, the maximum CC motion of the tumor-bearing hemithorax was 5.2 +/- 0.9 cm if the tumor was located in the lower LR (middle LR: 5.5 +/- 0.8 cm; upper LR: 6.0 +/- 0.6 cm). After RT, lung motion was significantly reduced in the lower LR (P < 0.05). Before RT, the maximum CC tumor mobility was significantly higher in tumors of the lower LR 2.5 +/- 0.6 vs. 2.0 +/- 0.3 cm (middle LR; P < 0.05) vs. 0.7 +/- 0.2 cm (upper LR; P < 0.01). After RT, tumor mobility was significantly reduced in the lower LR (P < 0.01) and in T2 tumor patients (P < 0.05). VC showed no significant changes. dMRI is capable of monitoring changes in lung motion that were not suspected from spirometry. This might make the treatment of side effects possible at a very early stage. Changes of lung motion and tumor mobility are highly dependent on the tumor localization and tumor diameter.